
 
 
Pedros Get Flamous Competition T’s&C’s 
Pedros will be giving away dozens of weekly prizes (worth over R4 000) as well as the Grand Prize: a 
1-month Content Creator Opportunity worth R10 000. 
 
Who Can Participate? 
The competition is open to all citizens of South Africa, of any age, who have a valid South African 
Identity Document, EXCLUDING the members, shareholders, directors, employees, franchisees 
partners, agents and consultants (and their respective life partners, business partners and 
immediate families) of Pedros, as well as the suppliers and advertising agencies of Pedros. 
 
Competition Period 
The competition runs from 16 June, 2022, to 22 July 2022. 
 
How to Enter? 
Step 1. 
Follow @PedrosChickenOfficial on TikTok 
Step 2. 
Create any short, fun TikTok featuring the Pedros brand, or any Pedros meal, or ANYTHING Pedros, 
showing why YOU Love/Enjoy/Are a fan of Pedros! 
Step 3. 
Post the video on TikTok and TAG @PedrosChickenOfficial, using the following hashtags: 
#GetFlamous; #VivaPedros 
You will then be automatically entered into the competition. 
Multiple TikToks increase your chances of winning! 
 
Competition Mechanics & Rules 

1. By entering a TikTok video into the Get Flamous TikTik Competition, you allow full usage of 
said video content by Pedros Chicken to promote the Brand and the Competition in any way 
they see fit, and grant permission to Pedros Chicken to share it across their social media 
platform/s, indefinitely, and with no expected remuneration of any sort. 

2. The focus of the TikTok video/s should be on why you Love/Enjoy/Are a fan of Pedros. 
 
 
 



 
 

3. The focus should not be on any store specifically (although you are welcome to film in any 
store), but rather on the Pedros brand, or any Pedros Meal, or our core pillars (‘Great 
Chicken, Great Prices’ or ‘Great-Tasting Flame Grilled Chicken’ or ‘SA’s Fastest-Growing 
Chicken Brand’) or anything else ‘Pedros’. 

4. All comments / videos, and/or comments should be in good taste and free of inappropriate 
language and/or any content promoting bigotry, racism or discrimination based on race, 
gender, religion, nationality, disability, sexual orientation, or age). 

5. Avoid mentioning any other competitor brands. 
6. Each week, a winner will be selected from that week’s entrants, based on audience 

engagement and other factors (originality, quality, brand exposure) as determined by a 
panel of internal Pedros Judges.  

7. The winner will be awarded a R350 meal voucher and will be entered into the final. 
There will also be dozens of weekly prize giveaway for other entrants.   

8. If a selected finalist does not respond to our DM within 2 working days, said participant will 
forfeit their opportunity to progress in the competition, and another finalist will be 
chosen.                                                                                                                   

9. After 4 weeks, the 4 finalists will each go head-to-head, creating one more TikTok each. 
10. The chosen winner, based on engagement, the above-mentioned factors, and the Judges’ 

decision, will receive a 1-month, R10 000 Content Creator Opportunity to create 3 short, fun 
videos for Pedros.  

11. The 3 runner-ups will each receive a R500 meal voucher.               
12. You may enter this competition as many times as you like. The more content you create, the 

greater your chances of winning. 
13. By entering the ‘Get Flamous’ competition, you are accepting all the Rules of this 

competition. 
14. The decision by Pedros and its Judges is final and may not be challenged. 
15. All Winners will be contacted via DM on the TikTok platform. 
16. Prizes may not be transferred or exchanged for cash or for any other goods or services. 
17. The Grand Prize winner of the ‘Get Flamous’ TikTok Competition will receive a 1-month 

Content Creator Opportunity with Pedros (worth R10 000), and agrees to deliver 3 short, fun 
content pieces for the Pedros TikTok account. The content of said videos will be at Pedros’ 
discretion. 

18. If the chosen Grand Prize Winner is unable to fulfil his obligations, for whatever reason, the 
Grand Prize will go to the first runner-up. 



 
 

19. In your interest, Pedros has done everything reasonably practicable to comply with all the 
relevant laws that they are subject to. In terms of the Protection of Personal Information Act 
(4 of 2013), we comply with industry standards when it comes to the collection, storage and 
protection of your personal information. Read all about the Act 
here: https://popia.co.za/act/. Should you have any queries for us regarding your rights as 
consumers, please contact us at customercare@pedroschicken.co.za.   

 
Content Creator Contract and Indemnity 
Below are some of the clauses / requirements for the Grand Prize Winner to comply with. The 
preamble and definitions will be provided in a contract by legal counsel. 
 

1. The Grand Prize Winner (Content Creator) must be in possession of a valid South African 
Identity Document. 

2. The Content Creator must have no criminal record. 
3. Should the Content Creator be portrayed in any negative manner in the press, on social 

media, by word of mouth or any other channel, then his/her contract shall be immediately 
terminated, with payment made on a pro-rata basis for work already done, forfeiting any 
remaining work/payments. 

4. The Content Creator shall be required to create 3 short, fun TikTok videos in a 1-month 
period. Pedros shall provide the necessary guidance and briefing materials to enable 
him/her to perform his/her services.  

5. This Agreement is a once-off appointment, ending after the Content Creator has finished 
with the expected deliverables. 

6. The TikTok videos created by the Content Creator shall abide by the any and all TikTok rules, 
and shall be subject to Pedros’ acceptance and approval. Pedros has a maximum of 2 days to 
reject any deliverable in accordance with this Section and must notify the Content Creator 
within 2 days of receipt of work that additional revisions and/or amendments will be 
requested. 

7. The Content Creator agrees that the focus of the TikTok video/s should be on why you 
love/enjoy/are a fan of Pedros. 

8. The focus should not be on any store specifically (although you are welcome to film in any 
store), but rather on the Pedros brand, or any Pedros Meal, or our core pillars (‘Great 
Chicken, Great Prices’ or ‘Great-Tasting Flame Grilled Chicken’ or ‘SA’s Fastest-Growing 
Chicken Brand’) or anything else ‘Pedros’. 



 
 

9. The Influencer agrees that all social media statuses, tweets, videos, and/or comments 
should be in good taste and free of inappropriate language and/or any content promoting 
bigotry, racism or discrimination based on race, gender, religion, nationality, disability, 
sexual orientation, or age). 

 


